57th EMWA Conference Programme Preview

Details of registration, ESS and workshop fees will be available when the conference programme is launched online.

**Tuesday 7th May**

17:30 – 19:00 Opening Session
19:00 – 21:00 Networking Reception

**Wednesday 8th May**

Morning

07:00 – 07:45 Yoga
07:30 – 08:15 Updates on the best practices for conducting and publishing Real-World Evidence studies
EDG1 09:00 – 11:00 Pediatric Writing
ESS1 09:00 – 12:30 Nonclinical Regulatory Writing
GIW 10:00 – 12:30 Getting Into Medical Writing

**EPDP Workshops**

DDF33+34b 08:45 – 17:00 Clinical Study Reports – Mastering the Essentials Skills (Double Workshop)
MCA28 08:45 – 12:15 Publication Planning
DDA31 08:45 – 12:15 Orphan Medicinal Drug Products
MSF7 08:45 – 12:15 Fundamentals of Immunology
LWA11 08:45 – 12:15 Tense
LWF21 08:45 – 12:15 Effective Medical Writing in English
MD3 08:45 – 12:15 Writing Clinical Investigation Plans for Medical Devices
PTF42 08:45 – 12:15 Essentials of Data Visualisation
MSF9 08:45 – 11:45 The Basics of Genetics for Medical Writers

Afternoon

12:30 – 13:15 Predatory Publishing Seminar
EDG2 13:30 – 15:00 Rare Disease writing in communications and regulatory writing
ESS2 13:30 – 17:00 Visual Healthcare Communications

**EPDP Workshops**

DDF32b 13:30 – 16:30 Introduction to Pharmacovigilance Writing
MCA4 13:30 – 17:00 Manuscript Writing: from Good to Excellent
PTA16 13:30 – 17:00 Oral Presentations: Skills to Help You Survive or Even Shine
PTF4 13:30 – 16:30 Medical Writing and Quality Control: Clinical Study Reports
MCF31 13:30 – 16:30 A Structured Approach to Developing Medical Writing Content
DDA28a 13:30 – 17:00 The Investigational Medicinal Product Dossier: Gateway to Introducing New Drugs in the European Union
DDF36b 13:30 – 17:00 An Introduction to Clinical Trial Disclosure – the Regulatory Requirements, Industry Commitments, and Protection of Data Privacy and Company Confidential Information
DDA35 13:30 – 17:00 Safety and Contraception information for the Informed Consent
Thursday 9\textsuperscript{th} May

**Morning**

07:30 – 08:15  
Best practices in translation

Symposium  
09:00 – 17:00  
AI in Medical Writing  
09:00 – 10:30  
CORE Reference

**EPDP Workshops**

LWF8 08:45 – 12:15  
Sharpen Up Your Writing Skills
DDF13a 08:45 – 11:45  
Basic Concepts of Study Design in Clinical Development
MSA1 08:45 – 12:15  
Advanced Epidemiology
DDA34 08:45 – 12:15  
Briefing Documents - The communication channel to Health Authorities from a Medical Writer’s perspective

**Afternoon**

12:30 – 13:15  
Demystifying the Copyright Conundrum: Literature Sharing, Open Access, and AI
12:30 – 13:15  
REG SIG meeting
17:15 – 19:00  
Freelance Business Forum
17:00 – 18:00  
VET SIG

**EPDP Workshops**

MCF17a 13:30 – 17:00  
Using Writing Guidelines
MCF32 13:30 – 16:30  
How to handle advisory board meetings
PTF22 13:30 – 16:30  
Managing the Clinical Study Protocol Writing Process
MCF34 13:30 – 16:30  
The art of storytelling through infographics

Friday 10\textsuperscript{th} May

**Morning**

07:30 – 08:15  
AI roundtable
EDG3 09:00 – 11:00  
Master protocols
ESS3 09:00 – 12:30  
Experience, trust and public perception of AI

**EPDP Workshops**

LWF13+14 08:45 – 17:00  
Editing and Proofreading Essentials (Double Workshop)
DDA1b 08:45 – 12:15  
Writing Global Submission Dossiers using the Common Technical Document
DDF5 08:45 – 12:15  
Clinical Study Report Appendices
MCF33 08:45 – 12:15  
Introduction to Enhanced Content in Publications
DDF39 08:45 – 11:45  
An Overview of Healthy Volunteer Studies
PTA2 08:45 – 12:15  
Do More with Less Faster: Project Management for Biomedical Communications
MCA7a 08:45 – 12:15  
Writing Lay Language Summaries of Study Results according to EU Regulation
DDF54 08:45 – 11:45  
Non clinical study reports

**Afternoon**
12:30 – 13:15  Sponsored seminar
EDG4
ESS4
13:30 – 17:00  Using AI tools in practice
14:00 – 17:00  The ACCORD checklist for reporting consensus: a practical writing exercise
17:15 – 18:15  Impact of AI on medical writing - observations from a medical writing agency

EPDP Workshops

MCF18  13:30 – 17:00  Abstracts
DDF11a  13:30 – 17:00  Subject Narratives for Clinical Study Reports
PTA10  13:30 – 17:00  Effective Reporting of Scales, Questionnaires and VAS
PTA18  13:30 – 17:00  From pre-IND and CTA, to submission: the Medical Writer as the leader and manager
MDF8a  13:30 – 17:00  Writing a Clinical Evaluation Plan for Medical Devices
PTF21  13:30 – 16:30  Health-related Quality of Life
MCA9  13:30 – 17:00  Publication Ethics and Compliance
MCF35  13:30 – 16:30  Creating Engaging Scientific Posters
MCF8b  13:30 – 17:00  From Clinical Study Report to Manuscript

Saturday 11th May

EPDP Workshops

PTF18a  08:45 – 11:45  Writing for the Internet
PTF40  08:45 – 12:15  Statistical Testing
PTF41  08:45 – 11:45  Basics of Medical Statistics for Medical Writers Part 2
DDF7  08:45 – 11:45  Introduction to Pharmacokinetics
MCF21  08:45 – 12:15  Promotional Medical Writing: the Dark Side
MCF23  08:45 – 12:15  Congress Coverage
MDF10  08:45 – 12:15  Introduction to Combination Products in the US and EU

EPDP Workshop Programme Codes

DDF  Drug Development – Foundation
DDA  Drug Development – Advanced
LWF  Language and Writing – Foundation
LWA  Language and Writing – Advanced
MCF  Medical Communications – Foundation
MCA  Medical Communications – Advanced
MDF  Medical Devices – Foundation
MDA  Medical Devices – Advanced
MSF  Medical Science - Foundation
PTF  Professional Techniques – Foundation
PTA  Professional Techniques – Advanced

If you attend EPDP workshops and successfully complete the assignments before and after the workshop, you can gain EPDP credits. Credits can be accumulated towards an EMWA certificate which shows your commitment to learning and professional development. For more details about obtaining credits for workshops please see the EPDP brochure.